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As an initial material the p- Si<B> with -10 Ohm-cm specific resistance was used. The
dislocation density is taken to be ~104 cm"2. Doping of silicon by nickel carried out in the
temperature range of 1050-̂ -1150 °C with succeeding I and II type cooling. The life-time of the
charge carriers was determined using the stationary photoconductivity method.

It is discovered that the life-time of the charge carriers in p-Si<B,Ni> is longer than that in
the control silicon as well as T slightly increases by increasing of the nickel's atoms concentration
(in these samples the acceptor centers concentration changes in the range of l,5.1014 +• 3,5.1014

cm"3). This effect is explained on a basis of investigations of the photoconductivity relaxation
kinetics (at 70 K) by the capture of the charge carriers to the sticking level.

It is revealed that the relative life-time changing is appreciably various one from other in I
and II type samples. In the rapid cooled samples x more stable than slow cooled samples. In the
rapid cooled samples x more stable than slow cooled samples up to doze ~ 2,5-108 R.
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Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is a wonderful technique for providing mass
spectrometric information of molecules on surfaces. Theoretical studies of the keV bombardment
of organic films on metallic surfaces have contributed to our understanding of the mechanisms
governing these processes. Many experiments of keV bombardment, however, are performed
both thick and thin organic targets[ 1 ].

Molecular systems investigated experimentally by SIMS include adsorbed films on a metal
substrate, molecular solids, polymers, or even biological cells. In this account, we focus on thin
organic layers on metal substrates as they are used for analytical purposes, are intriguing from a
fundamental viewpoint, and are computationally tractable[2].

There are we present molecular dynamics (MD) simulations aimed at obtaining such a
microscopic picture and mass spectrum of sputtering particles. Because of the importance of H2O
in many of the experiments, we have chosen it as our system. Water is also attractive as a system
because of the extensive literature available on its physical properties. The interaction potentials
available for MD simulations of H2O are sufficiently reliable such that a quantitative analysis of
the simulation results can be directly related to the parameters of water. From the variety of
substrate materials used in different experiments, we have chosen to perform our simulations
using Au. This substance is chosen to match preliminary experiments with the selective killing of
cells by inserted Au nanoparticles and because of the availability of good interaction potentials
for gold. In the simulations, we bombarded by ions Ar the surface Au(l 11) covered by ice film.

The interaction potential employed to describe the H2O-H2O interaction is the simple-point-
charge (SPC) water potential developed by Berendsen et al.[3] This potential has been used
extensively to study the properties of H2O as a solid[4,5]. It has been shown that the SPC
potential is able to reproducemany of the properties of bulk H2O [6]. In the SPC model, the
molecular interaction potential Umter consists of an electrostatic component /̂electrostatic describing
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the charge-charge interaction between pairs of atoms in the two molecules. In order to describe
the dispersion and repulsive interactions between the two oxygen sites, a Lennard- Jones function
Uu is included.

The Au-Au interactions are represented by the MD/Monte Carlo corrected effective
medium (MD/MC-CEM) potential function for fee metals[7]. For metal- water systems has been
developed a potential by Spohr[8]. The Spohr potential consist a Morse function combined with a
corrugation term defining various surface sites for the oxygen-surface interaction and a repulsive
term for the hydrogen -surface interaction. For our calculation we used modified Spohr function.
Because we need the metal atoms to move and interact the water molecules, we have modified
the Spohr function so that the interactions are pairwise additive between the O and H atoms in the
H2O molecule and the metal atoms.

The process of sputtering water molecules from the metal surface have been investigated by
computer simulation. For the 2 layers water molecules on the Au(l 11) have been obtained mass
spectra secondary particles. The mass spectra consists peaks corresponding to the both water
molecules and clusters. On the mass spectra also observed peaks of gold atoms. The visual
observations shown that at the bombardment observed " small iceberg" 's which can not
registered by mass detectors. These results are of interest for mass spectrometry of molecules,
study of surfaces, biological molecules and medical procedures.
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It is of interest to study the distribution of hydrogen isotopes in solid solutions of nitrogen
and hydrogen in a-Ti lattice by neutron diffraction. Results of this research can give the
important information about the role of hydrogen and solvent atoms as well as of strain
interaction energy of interstitial atoms in the formation of structure and phase relationship in
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